In many Artrificial Intelligence problems an investigated object is considered as a set of its elements {ω 1 , . . . , ω t } and is characterized by properties of these elements and relations between them. These properties and relations may be set by predicates p 1 , . . . , p n . The problems appeared with such an approach become NP-complete or NP-hard ones. To decrease the computational complexity of these problems a hierarchical multi-level description of classes was suggested. A logicpredicate recognition network may be constructed according to such a multi-level description. Such a network recognizes only objects which have been presented in the training set, but it may be easily retrained by a new object. After retraining it may change its configuration i.e., the number of levels and the number of nodes in every level. A modification of such a network is offered in this paper. This modification allows to do a fuzzy recognition of a new object and to calculate the degree of certainty that this object or its part belongs to some class of objects.
Introduction
The use of various networks for solving AI problems is widespread. Such networks include, for example, neural networks [1] , Bayesian networks [10, 12] . All these networks allow to solve problems with a sufficient high degree of confidence.
Descriptions of objects recognized by such networks, as a rule, are a given-length strings of constants. In many cases, these descriptions can be simulated by binary strings. Processing of binary strings, as a rule, requires a linear (or at least polynomial) under the length of input data time.
This seems to be very effective in terms of the time spent on solving the problem. However, in many cases the length of such a binary string depends exponentially on the length of the problem's input data [11] . In addition, the original structure of the object under investigation is lost.
Many Artificial Intelligence problems permit their formalization by means of predicate calculus language. In such a case, an investigated object is represented as a set of its elements, and its description is a set of literals (atomic formulas or their negations) with predicates defining properties of these elements or relations between them [9] . Thus formulated problems become NP-complete or NP-hard ones [5] . The computational complexity of such problems, when being solved by an exhaustive search algorithm, coincides with the length of their encoding using a binary string [11] .
To decrease the computational complexity of these problems a hierarchical level description of classes was suggested in [3] . To construct such a level description, "frequently appeared" sub-formulas of "small complexity" are extracted from class descriptions. This allows to decompose the main problem into a series of similar problems with input data with the smaller length.
Construction of a level logic-predicate network with the use of level description of classes was offered in [7] .
The construction of such a network is based on the extraction from the descriptions of classes of objects of such fragments, which are inherent in many objects of classes. Recognition itself is reduced to the sequential solution of problems of the same type with a small length of the input data.
A modification of the logic-predicate network is offered in the paper. The degree of coincidence for descrip-tion of an object part and the formula, satisfiability of which is checking in the cell, is calculated.
2 Logic-predicate approach to AI problems A logic-predicate approach to AI problems and algorithms of their solutions in the frameworks of this approach are in [9] . Here only a problem setting and main methods of its solution are described.
Let an investigated object be represented as a set of its elements ω = {ω 1 , . . . , ω t }. A collection of predicates p 1 , . . . , p n characterizing properties of elements from ω and relations between them is given. Logical description S(ω) of the object ω is the set of all satisfiable on ω literals.
The set of all objects is partitioned on the classes Ω = ∪ K k=1 Ω k . Logical description of the class Ω k is a formula A k (x k ) in the form of disjunction of elementary conjunctions such that if A k (ω) then ω ∈ Ω k . 1 Note that S(ω) describes the set ω which is not ordered in contradistinction to the arguments of the formula A k (x k ) or A k (ω).
With the use of the described notations some problems may be formalized in the following way [5, 9] .
Identification problem. To find all parts of the object ω which belong to the class Ω k . 2
Classification problem. To find all such class numbers k that ω ∈ Ω k .
Formula (2) may be rewritten as
Π(ω) be a permutation of the set ω elements.
Analysis problem. To find and classify all parts τ of the object ω.
1 Here and below x is a denotation of an ordered list of a finite set x elements. If elements of the list x belong to the set y then we will write x ⊆ y. 2 To mark that all values of variables from the list x satisfying the formula A(x) are distinct, instead of the formula ∃x1.
.., xm)) the formula ∃x = A(x) will be used.
Note that the computational complexity of the problems (1) and (3) coincides up to a multiplicative constant with the computational complexity of the following problem
where A(x) is an elementary conjunction of atomic formulas.
The problems (1) and (3) are NP-complete [5, 9] . And the problem (2) is polynomially equivalent to the problem of graph isomorphism, which is a so called "open" problem [2] , for which it is not known either it is in the class P either it is NP-complete.
Let's give a definition which is very important for the following.
Definition 1. Two elementary conjunctions of atomic formulas P and Q are isomorphic if there exists such an elementary conjunction R and substitutions of arguments a 1 , . . . , a m and b 1 , . . . , b m of the formulas P and Q, respectively, instead of all occurrences of variables x 1 , . . . , x m of the formula R that the results of these substitutions into R coincide with the formulas P and Q, respectively, up to the order of literals.
are called unifiers of formulas P and Q with the formula R respectively.
In fact, the notion of elementary conjunctions isomorphism means that their arguments may be renamed in such a way that they coincide up to the order of literals.
Note that both objective variables and objective constants may be used for arguments of elementary conjunctions P and Q. The notion of elementary conjunctions isomorphism differs from the one of the equivalence of formulas, because the elementary conjunctions may have essentially different arguments. Essentially, there are such permutations of these formulas arguments that they define the same relation between their arguments and this relation is defined by the formula R with variables as its arguments.
Partial sequence
The problem of checking if the formula A(x) or some its sub-formula A(y) is a consequence of the set of formulas S(ω) is under consideration in [4] . Here the list of arguments y is a sub-list of arguments x.
Every sub-formula A(y) of the formula A(x) is called its fragment.
Let a and a be the numbers of atomic formulas in A(x) and A(y), respectively, m and m be the numbers of objective variables in x and y, respectively.
Numbers q and r are calculated by the formulas q = a a , r = m m and characterize the degree of coincidence between A(x) and A(y). For every A(x) and its fragment
Under these notations, the formula A(y) will be called a (q, r)-fragment of the formula A(x).
is a partial (q, r)-sequent.
As the checking whether S(ω) ⇒ ∃y = A(y) may be done by some constructive method (for example, by exhaustive search or by deduction in a sequential predicate calculus) then such values τ (τ ⊆ ω) for the list of variables y that S(ω) ⇒ A(τ ) will be found.
Definition 2. Conjunction of literals from
A complement of A(y) up to A(x) will be denoted by C A(x) A(y). Here the denotation [A(x)] y τ is used for the result of substitution of the constants from the list τ instead of the corresponding variables from the list y.
Level description of classes
To decrease the number of the algorithm run steps while solving the problems (1), (2), (3) and (4) a level description of classes was suggested in [3] . In fact, such a description is a hierarchical one and is based on extraction from the class description some sub-formulas which are isomorphic to each other and define generalized characteristics of objects from one class [6, 9] .
It may be done by means of extraction of formulas P 1 i (y 1 i ) which are isimorphic to "frequently" appeared sub-formulas of A k (x k ) (k = 1, . . . , K) with "small complexity". At the same, time a system of equivalences of the form p i 1 (y 1 i ) ↔ P 1 i (y 1 i ) is written down. Here p i 1 are new predicates of the 1st level and y 1 i are new 1st level variables for lists of initial variables.
Denote formulas received from A k (x) by means of sub-stitution of p 1 i (x 1 i j ) 3 instead of all occurrences of subformulas isomorphic to P 1 i (y 1 i ), by A 1 k (x 1 k ). Here x 1 k is the list of all variables of A 1 k (x 1 ) which includes both some (may be all) initial variables and the 1st level variables in the formula A 1 k (x 1 ). These formulas may be regarded as class descriptions in the terms of initial (0-th) and 1st level predicates.
The 1st level description S 1 (ω) of the object ω is a union of S(ω) and the set of all constant atomic formulas p 1 i (τ 1 ij ) such that the 1st level constant τ 1 ij is the name of a list of initial objects τ 1 ij and p 1 i (τ 1 ij ) ⇔ P 1 i (τ 1 ij ). The process of extraction of sub-formulas P l i (y l i ) which are isomorphic to "frequently" appeared sub-formulas of A l−1 k (x l−1 k ) with "small complexity", may be repeated for l = 1, . . . , L.
A level description of classes has the form
. The solving of the described recognition problems may be reduced to the sequential check for l = 1, . . . , L of the following operation.
• For every i = 1, . . . , n l check whether S l−1 (ω) ⇒ ∃x l i = P l i (x l i ) and find all such l-level objects τ 1 ij that S l−1 (ω) ⇒ P l i (τ l ij ).
Note that for every l the sequence in the form (4) is checked. That's why the term formula of "small complexity" may be precised. For an exhaustive search algorithm it means a small number of variables. For deduction in a sequential predicate calculus it means a small number of atomic formulas.
An algorithm of the extraction of the maximal formula, which is isomorphic to sub-formulas of two given elementary conjunction and construction of a level description of class, is in [8] .
Logic-predicate networks
Logic-predicate network contains two blocks: a training block and a recognizing one [7] .
During the initial construction of the network a training set (TS) is given to form a recognizing block. TS contains descriptions of the objects with pointing out the class number. Different constants in the object description are changed by different variables and the sign & is put between literals of the object description. Then an algorithm of the level description of classes corresponding to the TS is used.
Formulas P 1 i (y 1 i ) (i = 1, . . . n l , l = 1, . . . , L) are the matter of l-level cells of the recognizing block. The last level contains formulas A L k (x L k ). The recognizing block runs according to the algorithm of level recognition.
If during the use of the network there is a wrong recognition then it is possible to retrain the network by means of adding the description of wrong recognized object to the first level of the training block. Recognizing block may be reconstructed with changing the number of levels and the number of cells in some levels. The scheme of recognizing block of logic-predicate network is presented in figure1.
As it can be seen from this scheme, a logic-predicate network is an oriented graph in every node of which similar sequences in the form S l (ω) ⇒ ∃x l i = P l i (x l i ) are checked and parts of the recognizable object satisfying the formula are found.
Unfortunately an object that is even slightly different from an object in TS (their descriptions are not isomorphic) would not be recognized. To recognize such an object, it is necessary to retrain the network.
Fuzzy recognition by logic-predicate networks
In this paper it is suggested to change the content of the network cells by replacing the checking of S l−1 (ω) ⇒ ∃x l i = P l i (x l i ) in the ith cell of the lth level with the partial sequence checking S l−1 (ω) ⇒ P ∃x l i = P l i (x l i ). While partial sequence checking, all lists of constants τ l i j and maximal not contradictory on τ l i j with S l−1 (ω) sub-formula P l i j (x l i j ) of the formula P l i (x l i ) are found. Parameters q l i j and r l i j are calculated with the use of the full form of formulas P l i (x l i ) and P l i (y l i ), i.e., with the replacement in them of each atomic formula of the levels l (l < l) by the defining elementary conjunction.
Figure 1: Scheme of logic-predicate network recognizing block
Except this, a "degree of certainty" cert l i that the recognition would be valid is calculated in every cell. Denotation pre l i will be used for the number of the cell preceding the ith cell of the lth level while the current graph traversal. For example, pre 2 i1 in the fig. 1 equals 1 while one traversal and equals i while another traversal.
Initially, cert 0 1 = 1, pre 1 i = 0 (i = 1, . . . , n 1 ). While first visit of the ith cell of the lth level cert l i := min{cert 1−1 pre l i , q l i }. This corresponds to conjunction of degrees of certainty while successive passage along one branch of network traversal. While next visit of the ith cell of the lth level cert l i := max{cert l i , min{cert 1−1 pre l i , q l i }}. This corresponds to disjunction of degrees of certainty while parallel passage along different branches of network traversal.
In the last level of the network numbers of classes and objects will be received. For every such an object a degree of certainty that it is a r L i th part of an object of this class will be calculated.
To increase the velocity of the network run it may be offered that the graph traversal is a combination of wide graph traversal and depth traversal. In such a case for every level when queuing nodes we will sort the parameters q l i in such a way that q l i1 ≥ q l i2 ≥ . . . ≥ q l in l . After that insert all these nodes (regardless of whether they are yet in the queue or not) into the queue so that the whole queue consists of a non-increasing sequence.
If the object can be recognized exactly (i.e., there is a branch of the traversal, in each node of which cert l i = 1), then the graph will be traversed in depth along a single branch.
In addition, it is possible to set the value of the parameter α and remove from consideration cells where cert l i < α.
Conclusion
A modification of logic-predicate recognition network is suggested in the paper. With the use of such a network, it is possible not to accurately determine the class to which the recognized object belongs, but also to calculate the "degree of certainty", that the recognition is correct.
As in the original version of the logical-predicate recognition network, this modification has the possibility of its further retraining if the object was correctly recognized even with a small degree of certainty.
In the case of exact recognition of the object, the computational complexity of the modified network run is almost the same as when using the original network. More accurate estimates of computational complexity are planned for further work.
